Dear friends, people of the Czech and Slovak, people from politics and government,
media, science and culture, education and religion..
From us - beings from other worlds, who in love, humility, joy and patience work for
the Prime Creator (God as humans say) and who also help to all people and the planet
itself, from us you have already received many communications, warnings and
impulses. We work selflessly, knowing that our help - necessary for you - is not taken
and that our help is rejected and ridiculed. You, especially you who have a great
responsibility for the state of society, the quality of human lives and a responsibility
for the state of living planet Earth, which is beloved being for us.
Practically we have exhausted all mildly alarming means of external character, which
are important for your awakening, awakening from your nightmare - your dark
earthly reality. Means by which you could turn your back to this dark reality and
spread the love, goodness, truth, wisdom, peace and humility and escape from
slavery.
We, beings from other worlds in the positive state, we are still in spaceships over your
planet and help you. Still with love, patience and even with considerable
understanding. Keep in mind that the most important are your choices and decisions,
and everyone will feel the effects and consequences of their choices and decisions. If
you listen to the heart, your earthly life will improve.
We are helping you for more than 50 years, and we even have ready projects that
could humanity and planet Earth quickly get rid of negative events. But you have
refused and still refusing our help. Now we know, that nothing will change to the
early major events on your planet. For this reason, you will soon recognize and many
of you will also understand and feel the truth for firsthand.
The Prime Creator loves all of us. Including you. The Prime Creator constantly gives
people the opportunity and the chance to help. The Prime Creator constantly help
people to awake up and put them on the path of love, humility, truth and joy. On the
way to him, to the Prime Creator, and live incomparably beautiful, happy, rich and
varied life in the true positive creation. We, beings from other worlds in the positive
state, we have already met with many people and it still continues.
Please be aware of what you're doing. What are your priorities in life? Are you afraid
of something?

If you are not, be ready and committed to truth and love. God speaks to all through us
and through our many brothers and sisters on planet Earth, who are fulfilling their
light mission.
Some of our brothers and sisters on planet Earth are constantly helping you - provide
important messages from beings from the true positive creation, information, energy
of love. Many other people were laughing to our helpers - you can see - our ability to
help you is almost exhausted. In the human world nothing has changed for the better,
quite the contrary.
The people are becoming slaves of extremely bad, refined and intelligent entities from
the dark negative worlds. It's your choice. We observe it with love, humility and
sadness. But we know that you have chosen it. You wanted relive the experience, so it
happens.
It's up to you what and when you choose.
Planet Earth is polluted with negative thoughts of people and cleansing processes of
planet Earth will be stronger. Planet Earth is in spite of our help in a very bad
condition, without our help planet Earth couldn't live and carry you on her surface.
Cleansing processes include all of the coarse space and these cleansing processes will
be in different intensity and types.
However, firstable will be the 1. wave of revibration of positive people - quietly, in the
form of evacuation in a short time. After this event, many people inform connection
with our messages.
People who remain will experience life in worse conditions, but they still will have a
chance to save itself later - in the 2. wave of revibration, which will be immediately
before the physical arrival of negative entities from the universe. So it is logical that
you will need rescue straw to your rescue at the last moment, thus, in the case that
you will choose it and begin live a pure and unselfish love.
So share these information, truth, and love with all.
With love and humility and with seriousness in the heart greets you Aštar Šeran,
commander of grand cosmic squadron, who transmitted these important information
through a light worker.

